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Hear Laurie in one of the following:
2024 What's Next Longevity Venture Summit (online)
2024 Longevity Venture Summit (DC)


Related News Articles
Majority of older homeowners plan to stay in their homes as they age

04/24/2024

Redfin: Baby boomer homeownerse could prolong the shortage of homes for sale.



Senior Housing Rebounds as Boomers Move In

04/04/2024

But it is not really good news -- as new residents need more care.



Investigation focuses on Brookdale Senior Living Staffing Algorithm

04/01/2024

Investigation finds algorithm underestimates the care needed.



Aging-in-place may be a luxury you can't afford

03/22/2024

Cost of in-home care soars by double digits in just a few years.



Do We Simply Not Care About Old People?

03/20/2024

The pandemic wasn't the wake-up call elder advocates expected.
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Press Releases
	 Life365 and Canary Speech Join Forces, Leveraging Patented Technology to Scale Healthcare Delivery

	 Carewell bags a $24.7M SeriesB

	 Caspar.AI Launches Contactless Vitals & Real-time Bed Monitoring Solutions with Arcadia, Shellpoint, and Melur Meadows

	 ONSCREEN Wins AARP AgeTech After Dark Pitch Challenge at CES 2024

	 CareYaya Health Technologies Advances AI-Enabled Eldercare with Acceptance into Prestigious Harvard Innovation Labs
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E-mail device — where are the vendors?
 Sun, 08/17/2008 - 13:00 - Laurie OrlovToday’s WSJ’s Mossberg column mentions a device, the only one on the market today, called the Mailbug, which is a text-only terminal for sending and receiving e-mail over a dial-up connection. Costing $125 plus $100/year service, it doesn’t permit exchange of photos (check out Presto and Celery) for that.



category tags: 
computers, broadband, and social networking, tablets and eReaders, product snapshots



»	Read more about E-mail device — where are the vendors?
	Laurie Orlov's blog
	2 comments
	Add new comment



When doctors do their jobs, the elderly fall less
 Tue, 08/12/2008 - 13:00 - Laurie OrlovYuk. A study in today’s NY Times reports that percentage of elderly people who fall drops by 11% if the doctor actually asks them if they are prone to falls — then takes their blood pressure lying down and standing, treats it properly, and then reduces their other medication. How ironic that the doctor who did the study notes she can’t estimate the cost of this ‘prevention’ program because it ought to be part of standard care. Exactly.
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»	Read more about When doctors do their jobs, the elderly fall less
	Laurie Orlov's blog
	1 comment
	Add new comment
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Latest Trends
Market Overview 2024, Technology for Aging, January, 2024
Pew: Americans' Use of Mobile Technology and Home Broadband, 2024
Pew: Americans' Social Media Use, 2024
AI and the Future of Care Work, November, 2023
The Future of AI and Older Adults, May, 2023
USA Today: Aging in Place With Assistive Tech, May, 2023
Valuing the Invaluable 2023 Update, April, 2023
AARP: Tech Trends and the 50+, January 2023
The Future of Sensors and Older Adults, November, 2022
AARP: The Global Longevity Economy Outlook 2022
The State of Voice-AI and Older Adults, June, 2022
The Future of Smart Homes and Older Adults, December, 2021
Aging Connected: Closing the Connectivity Gap, January 2021
Future of Wearables and Older Adults, June, 2021
The Future of Remote Care Technology and Older Adults, November, 2020
OTI: The Cost of Connectivity, Sept, 2020
Fostering Innovation to Support Older Americans: Highlights 2020
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